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2020 JOHN ADAMS AWARD HONOREES
FOR THE PRESERVATION OF

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN OUR U.S. MILITARY

Proudly Recognized by the
Military Religious Freedom Foundation

MRFF 2020 JOHN ADAMS HONOREE
DAN AKENHEAD, ESQ.

Statement by
MRFF John Adams Award Honoree

Dan Akenhead, Esq.

I want to thank Mikey, Bonnie, and the incredible team of
individuals who make up the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation for selecting me as a recipient of this year’s
John Adams Award. I am grateful for the opportunity to
assist MRFF, especially in times as trying as these. It takes

remarkable strength, courage, and persistence to stand up to fierce opposition
each and every day. That is what the Foundation does on behalf of its
clients. They do it with ease—an example of advocacy that few attorneys
could ever replicate. I am deeply honored to have been selected for this
year’s John Adams Award, and I am hopeful that my work on behalf of the
Foundation will continue to make a meaningful contribution to its cause.

Statement Honoring Dan Akenhead by
Military Religious Freedom Foundation
Founder and President Mikey Weinstein

Dan Akenhead has graciously provided just superb and timely legal
assistance to MRFF for years on a variety of extremely critical matters. Dan’s
specialty, in this regard, is expertly handling the many often grotesque threats
we receive at MRFF from those sick individuals who are living locally right
here in New Mexico. MRFF is so tremendously grateful for his sagacious
legal services in support of maintaining our safety and peace of mind! His
comprehensive professionalism and can-do attitude is second to none! Client-
Centricity is in his DNA!

MRFF 2020 JOHN ADAMS HONOREE
RANDAL G. MATHIS, ESQ.

Statement by
MRFF John Adams Award Honoree

Randal G. Mathis, Esq.

It was a unique privilege to have been recognized by the
Military Religious Freedom Foundation with the John
Adams Award in a prior year. To receive the award for a
second time this year is truly an unexpected honor.
 

Working with Mr. Weinstein and all of the many others associated with the
Foundation in their efforts to preserve the basic constitutional principle of the
separation of church and state in the military context is at the same time both
a challenge and pleasure. MRFF’s work to protect this most basic of our
American liberties is of critical importance to those actively serving and to
the country as a whole. Assisting in that effort has and continues to be some
of the most professionally rewarding work in which I have ever been
engaged.

Statement Honoring Randal G. Mathis by
Military Religious Freedom Foundation
Founder and President Mikey Weinstein

Randy Mathis is our esteemed first 2-Time John Adams Award winner. He
has consistently been providing incomparable pro bono legal services for
many, many years to MRFF. These contentious matters cover a literal galaxy
of significant MRFF issues including both litigation and confronting the
legion of national and even international threats MRFF receives on
essentially a daily basis. Randy has always been available at any hour of the
day and night to jump in and help despite, like our other 2020 John Adams
Awardees, an incredibly busy work schedule for a litany of other actual
paying clients. Our MRFF cups runneth over in appreciation for this amazing
professional!

MRFF 2020 JOHN ADAMS HONOREE
LARRY VOGELMAN, ESQ.

Statement by
MRFF John Adams Award Honoree

Larry Vogelman, Esq.

I am privileged and honored to be recognized by the
Military Religious Freedom Foundation with the John
Adams Award. The work that MRFF does is outstanding
and sorely needed. There is a constant attempt by the
military and VA to inject the military and the Veterans

Administration with the historically inaccurate notion that the United States
is a Christian country. They ignore the fact that our founders, not all deists,
adamantly opposed the establishment of any religion in our country. Also,
my father was a highly decorated World War II veteran who landed on the
shores of Normandy and fought in the Battle of the Bulge. When he was sent
home, he had two purple hearts and three bronze stars. Like me, he was
Jewish. MRFF is fighting a difficult and righteous battle and it was my
pleasure to in some small way participate.

Statement Honoring Larry Vogelman by
Military Religious Freedom Foundation
Founder and President Mikey Weinstein

Larry Vogelman has selflessly given literally countless hours of nonpareil
professional legal aid to MRFF and its clients in leading the litigation effort
in the landmark lawsuit against the Veterans Administration Medical Center
(VAMC) in Manchester, NH. re: the Christian bible which is now bolted
down on the VAMC’s POW/MIA table display there. Despite enduring a
plethora of both professional and personal challenges, Larry courageously
met these hardships head-on and singlehandedly kept our civil rights
litigation alive and kicking. MRFF is presently assiduously working to
provide some badly needed support to him in this regard. Larry is truly a
"bulldog’s bulldog” and we’ll never be able to thank him enough!

“Commander's 'Purity Ball'”

From: MRFF Client/Spouse of Active Duty Service Member’s E-mail
Address Withheld

Subject: Commander’s “Purity Ball”
Date: October 22, 2020 at 10:27:05 AM MDT
To everyone at the MILITARY RELIGIOUS FREEDOM FOUNDATION.

I am the wife of a military member in the U.S. (branch withheld) stationed at
(military installation name withheld).
 
We are Christian and attend base chapel services occasionally.
 
My husband and I have (number of children withheld) kids. The reason I’m
writing to thank you all is about our eldest daughter (name withheld) who is a
teenager now.
 
A short while ago my husband and I were very pressured by his commander
to participate in what is called a Christian “purity ball”.

[...]

Click to read in Inbox

“Thanks MRFF'”

Thanks to the Military Religious Freedom Foundatuon for holding our active,
reserve and Guard leadership accountable to uphold the First Amendment
and insure no political and religious ‘posturing’ which is detrimental to
morale and cohesion of ALL our service members, no matter what creed,
color, origin and gender. At one time in the US Army before the Civil
War,catholic soldiers were persecuted and punished of an elite WASP officer
corps, especially during the Mexican American War.

(name withheld)

Click to read in Inbox

MRFF Information/Contact:
(505) 250-7727

SUPPORT MRFF!
Your Generous Support Allows us to Continue our

Fight in the Courts and in the Media

Make a Donation

Join MRFF's Constitution Society (Recurring Donation)

Help Build the Wall : Donate a "Brick"!
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